


How To Use Your Hydro Rocket
Please use this visual guide in conjunction with the instructions on the following 
pages. This will allow you to utilise the maximum potential of your Hydro Rocket.
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The Bathmate Hydro Rocket is a personal hygiene device, designed to be used 
in the shower as a compliment to your personal cleansing routine.

How To Use Your Hydro Rocket
1. Remove the nozzle and fill the bulb with water, for maximum comfort we   
 recommend that the water is luke-warm.
2. Replace the nozzle, ensuring that it is fully inserted into the bulb.
3. Lubricate the nozzle using your Bathmate Lube.
4. To discharge the water, gently squeeze the bulb until optimal flow is achieved.
Repeat the process until preferred level of personal hygiene is achieved.

How To Clean and Maintain Your Hydro Rocket.
• Remove the nozzle.
• For maximum cleanliness we recommend the use of Bathmate Clean, a misting toy  
 cleaner formulated specifically for use on latex, silicone and rubber.
• Spray the surface of your Hydro Rocket and rub it in using a damp cloth.
• Rinse with water and either stand upside down or hang to dry using the   
 suction  pad.

Warranty
The Bathmate Hydro Rocket is designed to provide many years of trouble free use. It 
is covered by a 2 year warranty against defective parts or poor workmanship. Full 
details of the warranty can be found at: www.bathmatedirect.com/support

In the unlikely event of a claim, DX Products Ltd reserves the right to request the 
return of the product as evidence of damage etc.

Warning
The Bathmate Hydro Rocket has been designed and manufactured using skin-safe 
and/or medical grade materials. Used sensibly and correctly the Hydro Rocket is a 
compliment to your personal hygiene routine. DX Products Ltd cannot accept any 
consequential liabilty for incorrect use.
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Warranty Registration
The Bathmate Hydro Rocket is designed to provide many years of 

trouble free use. It is covered by a 2 year warranty against defective 

parts or poor workmanship. Full details of the warranty and what to do in 

the unlikely event that your Hydro Rocket is faulty can be found at:

www.bathmatedirect.com/support

Bathmate is a worldwide registered trademark.

 Application no: EU: 005210224, USA: 3789395, China: 10221454.

Design Registration in Europe: 000556972, China: 200930189877.X

Patent no: UK: GB24178686 EU: 1799162, USA: 7651463 

Australia: 2005278999.

    Worldwide copyright protection - DX Products Ltd

Manufactured in the UK by DX Products Ltd

Unit 1, Horbury Junction Industrial Estate, Calder Vale Road,

Horbury, Wakefield, WF4 5ER, UK

+44 (0) 800 808 5594            support@bathmatedirect.com

AFFIX SECURITY STICKER


